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Abstract Applying network topology schemes, two types of three levels of meta
knowledge representations have been established. This chapter proposes a meta
model on concept cell that provides a meta organisation of knowledge in natural
and artificial intelligent systems structurally.
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1 Introduction

A meta model on concept cell is outlined to represent knowledge in knowledge
systems (KSs). This model has novel features that are of considerable interest for
knowledge representation (KR).

Polanyi proposed a knowledge model in the 1940s. Knowledge is composed of
two categories: tacit and explicit [1, 2]. In the 1970s, Anderson from a cognitive
psychology identified knowledge with another two categories: declarative and pro-
cedural [3–5]. In the early 1990s, a procedural model was proposed by Nonaka who
identified four transformations: tacit → tacit (socialisation), tacit → explicit (exter-
nalisation), explicit → explicit (combination) and explicit tacit (internalisation) [6,
7]. In 2000, a model was proposed by Nickols to arrange four classes (tacit, explicit,
procedural and declarative) into three categories: tacit, explicit and implicit. In my
opinion, the Nickols model is unsatisfactory for three reasons:
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(i) it is a triangle of categories without a fixed order,
(ii) there is uncertainty in implicit category and
(iii) there is no structural correspondence to other KR methodologies.

To improve the first two weaknesses of Nickols approach, an executable knowl-
edge model was proposed. A triplet (tacit, implicit and explicit) is constructed
as a procedural structure. Implicit in it is the middle node linked with two other
nodes in four transformations: tacit→ implicit (externalisation), implicit→ explicit
(retrieval), explicit → implicit (category) and implicit → tacit (internalisation). In
addition, the model provides distinguishable foreground/background and human/
machine knowledge interfaces [8].

To explore different KS applications from philosophy, logic and digital libraries,
to gene, chemistry, software and system engineering [9–11], people arrange common
concepts to construct ontology libraries and procedures as core structures [12, 13].
Advanced system modelling tools such as ARIS [14], CIMOSA [15] and IDEF [16]
provide function, data and process models and ontology description capture method-
ologies for constructing modern intelligent knowledge systems [17]. Because many
contradictions, confusions, difficulties and unclear properties exist in KR foundation
levels [13, 18, 19], consistently categorising practical knowledge into tacit/explicit
and procedural/declarative is extremely hard for researchers, scientists, philosophers,
psychologists and knowledge workers [14–17, 20, 21].

Practical computer-aided modelling systems use pragmatic approaches to manip-
ulate simple structures (list, tree, stack, class and component) in real applications
[14–17, 21]. Usually, declarative concepts seem easier to capture than procedural
concepts. Based on this, many people believe that declarative knowledge is explicit
and procedural knowledge is tacit [16, 17, 22]. A radical extension of a knowledge
model in KR is proposed in a concept cell that arranges knowledge in KS for natural
and artificial organisation. This model can fully support the above-mentioned knowl-
edge models to consistently identify four categories of knowledge: tacit, explicit,
declarative and procedural. The model also provides a core ontology to distinguish
a hierarchy of structures within the core of a concept. According to convention, the
word concept is used as an equivalent to knowledge in this chapter.

2 Concept Cell Model

Let K denote a cell of concepts (a concept cell) that is composed of three parts: M
membrane, N nuclei and G gel. M is a frame that provides a container to hold both N
andG.G is a base description of the content andN establishes a foundation of the cell.
M inputs provide external concepts (externals) for N from deeper levels, and then
output current content to other upper level cells. N is composed of two components:
D declarative nucleus and P procedural nucleus. To illustrate this organisation, a cell
K = M, N, G is shown in Fig. 1.
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Fig. 1 A concept cell K. a A
slice, b hierarchy

For the convenience of construction, a special lattice is employed [23]. Only
directed graphs are used similar to themost popular signal flowgraphs [24] to analyse
and syntheses process control [9], computer architecture [10], electric circuits [25],
network topology [26–28] and dynamic systems [25, 29]. However, no lattices allow
containing a loop and all lattices are composed of directed acyclic graphs [26, 28].
In a lattice, a node represents a cell and lattice links are determined by dependencies
among nodes. Because themost complex part of a cell is its nuclei structures, detailed
interior organisation is necessary to explore meanings of knowledge. To simplify, a
simple cell (or a cell, if there is no confusion) is studied here, where nuclei of the
cell are composed of only one declarative lattice and one procedural lattice.

Using lattice language, a cell K is described in Fig. 2. Different graphic symbols
represent distinct forms of concepts as nodes. A rounded rectangle represents a
general node; an octagon is a specific node; a rectangle shows a declarative node
and an oval corresponds to a procedural node. A simple lattice cell is composed of
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Fig. 2 A concept cell in lattices

four levels: A node M that interfaces between externals and internals are the first
level. Two nodes of G and N link with an M node is the second level. The node G
contains the base description and the node N plays a foundation role in the cell. Two
nodes of D and P link with node N on the third level. Node D contains one lattice
in declarative dependency and node P contains one lattice that assumes procedural
dependency. Finally, two sets of nodes linked with nodes D and P at the fourth level.
Each node of D or P contains four nodes, respectively. Among each four nodes, two
links are associated with three nodes.

3 Core Components

The following four conditions can create the content of a concept cell:

(i) M acts as an interface to import a finite number of externals into nuclei and to
export the content to other cells.

(ii) G provides the base description of the cell and N collects all externals from M
for development.

(iii) Two lattices D, P are constructed from Ns externals to carry out two dependen-
cies.
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An N external corresponds to a D node. A declarative dependency is employed
to order all nodes of D as a declarative lattice. If two distinct nodes have declarative
dependency, then the nodewithmore general meanings is located at the first node and
a declarative link connects from the first to the second. After building up declarative
dependency among all nodes, D becomes a directed acyclic lattice.

Instances of an N external correspond to nodes of P satisfying procedural depen-
dency. P is composed of sequences of nodes by instances of externals. If two instances
represent two nodes, then the node that has to be handled earlier is specified as the
first node and a procedural link connects two nodes from the first to the second.
After all procedural dependencies are established among nodes, P is converted into
a directed acyclic lattice.

(iv) Two lattices are composed of eight distinguishable node sets:

Four sets of declarative nodes C, T, I, E are identified: C core, T tacit, I implicit
and E explicit, respectively.

Four sets of procedural nodes L, S, O, F are identified: L life cycle, S start, O
operation and F finish.

The meanings of the construction process can be explained as: In the first level
of kernel, M collects all externals to provide extra knowledge for its nuclei. The
second level has two parts: G, N. The G node provides the base description. To map
each external as a node, the number of N externals has the same number of nodes
in D. A declarative dependency is valid for all D nodes that create a directed acyclic
declarative lattice. Using instances of N externals as nodes, P has been assembled
using procedural dependency linked with selected nodes and finally to form P itself
as procedural lattice. Since both declarative and procedural lattices are organised
by ordered dependencies, declarative and procedural lattices are directed acyclic to
support wider requirements from theoretical foundations to practical applications. A
simple construction example is shown in Fig. 3(i–v).

For an acyclic lattice, four distinct node sets are notable in Fig. 3(vi). They are
(singleton, source, branch and sink) node sets, respectively, borrowed from network
topology [23, 26, 30]. A singleton node provides an isolated concept. A source node
exports a concept. A sink node imports concept(s) and a branch node transfers con-
cept(s) from input link(s) to output link(s). If there is only one external in N, then the
singleton set contains one single node and the other three sets are empty. If there is
more than one node in N, then the singleton set is empty. In this case, the source set
is composed of nodes that have at least one link to another node; however, a source
node does not have a link from other nodes. Each node must have at least one in
branch, or sink set consequently. In contrast to the source set, a sink set collects all
nodes with links from other nodes, without a link to a node. A sink node has to be the
last node in a node path of a lattice to which at least one node is linked, from branch
or source set. Unlike source and sink sets, a node in a branch set may link with at
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Fig. 3 External concepts, declarative and procedural lattices and node sets

least two nodes to and from source, sink, and branch sets. A branch node receives
from other node(s) and outputs to other node(s). These sequence nodes provide con-
nectivity among nodes. Although four node sets can be identified by their different
connectivity, it is not convenient to use the same vocabulary to describe two dis-
tinct lattices under different dependencies. For convenience, each node set includes
a proper name to indicate its specific relationship in familiar KR terms. D lattice
represents an invariant structure (the simplest cases: tree, list) similar to a traditional
data structure hierarchy. Because a sink node is equivalent to a factor data at the leaf
level (at the lowest location) of data structure, the sink node has to be represented as
an explicit knowledge. Therefore, the sink set of D is explicit. In contrast, a source
node provides invaluable knowledge from the highest level of externals. There is
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no link to this node and anyone wanting to explain the meaning of the node must
capture knowledge from other sources far beyond the node itself. Consequently, a
source node always contains deeper meanings than those can be articulated. Hence,
the source set of D is tacit. Different from sink and source sets, a node in a branch
set has connectivity from higher tacit node(s) and to higher explicit node(s). The
branch set of D represents a typical intermediate property. Consequently, the branch
set of D is implicit. A singleton node provides a complete concept. The node itself
is the central of the D lattice. Therefore, the singleton node set of the D lattice is
a core. Four node sets of P lattice satisfy different properties. The P lattice has a
close relationship to process modelling that provides a time arrow as controllable
sequences. A node in the P lattice is an instance of a node in the D lattice. The sin-
gleton node set of the P lattice is not empty if only one node is in the P lattice. The
singleton node set of procedural lattice represents a complete procedure of P itself.
Logically, the procedural singleton node set is a life cycle. When two or more nodes
are included, three node sets of the P lattice have to link together in sequential rela-
tionships. Time relevant sequences in finite numbers of connected nodes, must have
distinguishable commence and end nodes that correspond to start and finish condi-
tions respectively. In addition, all intermediate nodes provide operational capacities
to deliver knowledge to consequent nodes. Consequently, three node sets of the P lat-
tice are called: start, finish and operation, respectively. The relative properties of the
cell model with other schemes are compared in Table 1. In the table, TM represents
Theoretical Model that is used in KS applications. ST denotes Structural Theory that
uses structured organisations to represent complex dependency among members. ES
indicates Engineering Systems that provide mixed theories, experiences and skills
with commercial system modelling tools for pragmatic applications especially in
enterprise management, manufacturing and building industries, software and hard-
ware systems, global communication networks, web and Internet environment. ES
applies advanced TMmethodologies plus business experiences and engineering kills
to solve practical problems efficiently using system engineering methodologies in
global business explorations.

From this comparison, it is clear that existing systems that are the most similar to
the cell conceptmodel come from enterprisemodelling that provides all functionality
for ten meta nodes from engineering practices. However, other theoretical models
cannot support full functionality. This property indicates the potential capacity for
applying the cell concept model from theoretic foundations to practical applications.
Details of the concept cell have published [31] to represent further classifications,
recursive constructions, non-simple cells and sample applications for knowledge
construction systems.
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Table 1 Comparisons on different models

Ten basic symbols: {D, T, I, E, C}, { P, S, O, F, L}
D: Declarative; T: Tacit, I: Implicit, E: Explicit, C: Core;
P: Procedural; S: Start, O: Operation, F: Finish, L: Life cycle
Three types of models: {ST, TM, ES}
ST: Structural theory
TM: Theoretical model
ES: Engineering system
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